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The report is that the IRS's computer logging system is shut down. Good. Stopping theft and misadministration is good, even if all you can do is pull the plug on their mainframe computer. As I have told everyone before, "Kim" can shut things down, but not open things up. I have heard and seen nothing to suggest that anything has changed in this respect.

She didn't actually "pay off" anything --- they owed us credit that they were not putting on the books. In other words, just as I told the President in my YouTube video about the "National Credit" --- the so-called National Debt disappears when the National Credit is (finally) applied.

Do I get a Nobel Prize for observing that?

Another aspect is that such bogus debts disappear when they are recognized as "Odious Debt" -- that is, fraudulent debt or debt tainted by fraud.

Once the "National Credit" is applied -- not only ours, but the National Credit(s) owed to all the other countries and people -- 95% of what is left is Odious Debt tainted by accounting fraud and racketeering and undisclosed, unconscionable contracts. And that has to be "discharged" --- written off the books.

So with that bit of accounting genius and legal acumen applied, we get rid of the debts worldwide. It seems I am due a second Nobel Prize for noticing the obvious and poking enough butts to get the wheels moving in the right direction, however....

IF Mr. Trump wants to get this show on the road and actually operate on a solid foundation with lawful access to the so-called "Spiritual White Boy" accounts and a great deal more, plus have access to the key to the computer programs on the asset side of the equation, plus have all the history and receipts and documentation, plus be able to almost-instantly and seamlessly convert the "legal" system back to the lawful system and normal course of business that we are owed as living people --- THEN he needs to get in touch with me as the Fiduciary for The United States of America, our unincorporated Federation of States formed in September of 1776, and I will work with him to make sure that America is safe and "great again" and to assure the peaceful return of everyone's purloined property worldwide, including ours.

AND I will provide a whole new transparent universally accessible free internet and banking system that isn't weaponized, isn't full of traps and bugs and spyware, an impenetrable system with no 5G dangers--- a system that is 200 years in advance of anything their "Quantum Financial System" can do, plus a new currency system that is actually honest and which cannot be manipulated by speculators....

OR, he and Kim can continue to sit there and spin and try to clunk along as they have been, trying to pick through the wreckage and cobble things up.
Their choice.

They are getting some hits in by manipulating and capturing illegal computer systems, mainly IMF associated systems associated with the B.E.A.S.T. in Belgium and the mainframe in Luxembourg. And that's okay, but that will never give them the keys to the kingdom. That will never provide a solid foundation to build on, either.

For me, it's like watching the gardeners pruning back overgrown hedges and mowing lawns and weeding unkempt borders. I am pleased and grateful to see that they are back to work and making progress on these tasks, but it does nothing to rebuild the roof and reset the foundations.

That's why I haven't been overly concerned or putting in any big effort to convince anyone that I am the Lawful Fiduciary.

Sooner or later they will face facts and realize that they are two-blocked and their corporations are two-blocked and their computer systems are two-blocked and the only way out of this is the way they went in: they have to reverse the "unlawful conversion" of living estates engineered by FDR via a "lawful conversion" returning those purloined assets.

Pure and simple---the corporations need to pay their own bills using their own assets from now on. That's where we are stuck.

Mr. Trump's Administration needs to admit, however quietly, that they need our help. Just like we all have to ask heaven for help, and have sense enough to accept that help when it comes.
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